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General Studies – 2; Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in 
various sectors and issues arising out of their design and implementation 
 

Protecting India's Monuments 
 
1) Introduction 

 India’s monuments form an irreplaceable archive of our civilisational heritage.  

 Our pride in our heritage has always been surplus while caring for that heritage suffers a huge 
deficit.  

 Just like tigers have disappeared across large parts of the habitats, so have several of India’s 
protected monuments.  
 

2) Need for Protecting Heritage sites 

 It has invaluable potential to contribute to our knowledge of not just history and the arts, but also 
science and technology. 

 Historic cities are examples of sustainable development.  
They demonstrate complex connections of man with nature. 

 They act as significant constituent in the identity of cities.  
 

3) Amendment to the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act (AMASR),1958 

 Protected monuments, from the Taj Mahal to the monuments of Mamallapuram, have a designated 
prohibited area — at least a 100-m radius — to protect them, where no new construction is 
allowed.  

 The government has approved changes to the AMASR Act, 1958 to allow “public works” near these 
structures.  

 Why is this zoning necessary 
a. To prevent monuments from defacement and displacement as they are vulnerable to human 

interference. 
b. To prevent encroachments by government agencies and individuals.  
c. The 2013 report of CAG noted that of the 1,655 monuments, 546 of them were encroached.   
d. The construction methods and tools may cause great loss to structurally weak monuments due 

to vibrations and particulate pollutants. 

 Why is the Amendment Important? 
a. To offer public a better transport and communication facilities. 
b. It is argued that the establishment of commercial structures around the monuments could 

generate the resources for the ASI which could be used in better protection of the monument 
itself. 

c. To provide public works and projects essential to public.  

 Implications 
a. Allowing public works in the vicinity of a protected monument will defeat the very purpose of 

the AMASR Act and will be a violation of Article 49 of the Constitution. 
b. There are possibilities that the Ministry of Culture would act as facilitator of projects rather than 

offering protection to the monuments. 
c. The Beauty and Aesthetic looks of the monuments would suffer due to the rise in structures in 

the immediate vicinity of the monuments. 
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d. Hamper the tourism of the ancient monuments as tourist may avoid crowded and noisy 
monuments. 

e. This would give impetus to the encroachment on unprotected and vulnerable monuments. 
 

4) Concerns / Challenges 

 Lack of basic manpower in the form of monument attendants. In 2010, the Archaeological Survey of 
India (ASI) stated that its staff strength did not permit the deployment of even a single person on 
full-time basis at more than 2,500 of its monuments.  

 Illegal occupation in the prohibited zone around monuments and nexus between them and 
politicians. 

 Penal provisions in the AMASR Act for endangering ancient monuments are not stringent enough to 
provide effective deterrence. 

 Another common problem observed in India is spitting and inscribing names/messages on these 
masterpieces.  

 Ever-increasing pressure of population and unplanned urbanization has started impacting the 
monuments.  

 Attitude of ordinary people who are destroying historical monuments, who are ignorant of their 
significance and what they represent in terms of India’s cultural heritage.  

 The air and water pollution pose a threat to the foundation, stones of such structures as observed 
in the case of Taj Mahal.  
 

5) Way Forward 

 Development along with the lowest adverse impact on the cultural heritage and environment 
should be the aim of government. 

 Best way to preserve historical monuments and artifacts is to turn them into sources of 
employment and revenue generation.  

 India should learn from Taiwan and enact a national mission to reclaim, restore and preserve our 
historical heritage on a war footing.  

 The investment made will give back 10 times in revenue if monuments are managed properly.  

 More and more companies can take up the restoration and preservation works of these sites as 
part of their CSR.  

 It is the responsibility of the civil society to transfer the very precious heritage to the next 
generation.  

 Apart from chemical and structural restoration, thought must be placed to protect them from 
natural hazards (earthquake, tsunami, floods etc.)  

 Let’s Keep India Beautiful and preserve the monuments unitedly!  
 
 


